Comment

Add `<emphasis>` tag

Emphasizing is quite typical in Japanese writings as well as some Asian writings such as Korean and Chinese. These play the same role as "boldfaces" and "italics" do in roman alphabets.

Examples are:

[Japanese]

あいうえお

かきくけこ

[Chinese]

1. 事業是幹出來的，不是吹出來的。
2. 看來，他彷佛用一千隻眼睛瞧著。

(http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E7%9D%80%E9%87%8D%E5%8F%B7)

I propose adding a new tag `<emphasis>` which will describe various emphasizing functions other than boldfaces and italics. `<emphasis>` may have attributes, @xml:lang, @emphasis-style, @emphasis-type, and @toggle.
@emphais-type may have values such as "sesami", "dot", "circle", "triangle" or "line".
(http://help.blogpark.jp/archives/52325017.html)
Although Japanese have many more styles, there are no differences in meaning, only for
typesetting preferences.

@emphais-style may have values such as "emphasis", "correction", "taxonomy", etc.